
Ok I’ll be the first to admit: the title does sound gimmicky as fuck, but I promise this isn’t an
 pie in the sky, impossible to pull off technique which you’ll have to purchase for a cool $ 1,0
0 bucks!

Credits to 1 of my mentors, PUA guru, who was first in the community to write about this some ye
rs ago in his famed Pandora’s box product.

These 5 words are heavily used in NLP, where you basically plant seeds to fester within the girl
s mind almost instantly!

What are those 5 powerful-magical words which will get her pussy oozing !?

You won’t believe it! 

Hard, Mouth, Deep, Inside, Wett.

WTF!!! :shock:

Yep; there you have it! The 5 most powerful words you can use to get a girl’s pussy flowing with
ut she even knowing what is taking place (since it’ll naturally fly under the radar).

Ok, I can see you going: "WTF, this is supposed to be revolutionary top-secret shit!!!? I was ex
ecting something ground-breaking or some sort of coded language"!!! :shock:

Really though guys, those 5 words: Wett, Deep, Inside, Mouth, Hard, will instantly make the girl
you’re talking to wett and horny.

The magic lies in how you use those words (which should be as effortless as possible).

Now, why are such inane-elementary words so powerful when it comes to sexually arousing chicks? 

It all comes down to the subtle art of insinuation.

My fellow-seduction community brothers would’ve already known of this verbal technique. But thos
 who aren’t on the into Pickup and seduction, I’ll give a quick and simple example of how to use
either of those 5 words while talking to a girl.

Me: "So I took a left on Peach street then drove all the way "INSIDE" of the parking lot".

The sexually loaded phrase "all the way Inside", [when used correctly], will create a sexual und
rtone which hits the girl’s subconscious brain thus making her think of sex.

Thing is, whenever we humans think of sex; it’s never something overt which causes us to think o
 sex.

It’s always subtle, seemingly non-sexual, innocent words and occurrences (oblivious to the pers
n).

Seeing a hot girl walk pass isn’t enough to make a guy think of sex...although he may say to him
elf: "I would fuck that girl"! :cool:

However, casually having lunch while the radio plays in the background, and a commentator mentio
s the word "Hot" or "Peanuts" (sounds like Penis); those seemingly innocent words will fester 
ithin your subconscious thus causing sex to arise out of thin air within your mind.

That is how sexual thoughts and arousal happen: they are triggered by random, innocent, non-sexu



l words or phrases.

My point?

Same concept applies to getting a girl horny and getting her pussy fluttering for you. Using the
following non-sexual words "Deep, Hard, Long, Wet, Big, Massive, Sweat..., will instantly cause 
 sexual reaction within the girl whom you're talking to...without her knowing the source of her 
rousal since you, the guy, weren't even saying anything sexual!

Powerful shit huh!?

Therefore, it isn't the overt things we say that turn a woman on. It's the indirect, insinuating
mundane things (and words) which get her thinking of sex.

To hammer the point home with another common scenario: 

Ever been engaged in the most tedious of tasks, or perhaps doing some chores or running errands,
then SEX just pops into your mind?

Sure! It happens to all of us...all the time!

Now, what was it that caused SEX to spring to mind so sporadically?

Was it the female co-worker who showed up to work dressed like a Hunts Point hooker? :shock:

Nooooooo...

Was it the hot pizza-delivery guy?

Nooooooo...

It was likely something totally unrelated to sex, outer appearances or a mini skirt on a fine pi
ce of ass!

Ninety percent of the times that we do think of sex, it all occurs without us consciously wantin
 it to happen.

Porn particularly! 

No one consciously decides to watch porn. We were prompted by something within our subconscious 
hich fed us the urge to want to watch porn and masturbate.

Same goes for eating...which is commonly why people over eat! 

We hardly ever consciously decide to eat [as crazy as it sounds]. The urge to eat is sent to our
brains via the subconscious mind which was stimulated by either the aroma of our favorite foods 
r the fact that we'd overheard someone talking about food.

Had we not have these subconscious stimuli, we would hardly ever eat...literally starve ourselve
!

This is also marketing shit used by the food industry in order to get us to buy even though we d
n't want to buy more food.

So that Taco Bell commercial which you barely even heard since you were busy chatting away on yo
r phone, it festered (the commercial) within your subconscious to the point that 6 hours later



 you have the urge for Taco Bell, tacos, or something related to ground beef [the main ingredien
 of an American-style taco].

Saying all that to say, whenever you're interacting with a chick and your underlying motive is t
 sleep with her: plant sexual seed via those magic words injected into your dialogue, statement 
nd questions.

For instance, a female coworker sitting not too far from you, seemingly in deep thoughts:

Me: "Seems like you're thinking about something "HARD" right now".

"HARD" would be the magical word which triggers her sexual arousal.

Why?

Because "HARD" is a sexualized  word which hints at "a HARD cock". The word "HARD" is synonymous
with SEX, and it implies SEX!

Another example:

Me: "Hey Tracy, you're in "DEEP" thoughts right now".

The word "DEEP" is symbolic of a deep vagina, or a guy DEEPLY penetrating her. Deep is a sexuali
ed word.

You can double-triple down by saying to the girl [the sexualized words and phrases are in red]:

"Hey Tracy, I got this DEEP, DEEP, HARD situation I need you to HAMMER out with me before I put 
t in my phone and message the person".

Tracy [any girl for that matter] wouldn't think that you're covertly planting sexual seeds to ge
 her turned on since you're merely using everyday words within casual conversation which you're 
ccustomed to using.

Before you know it: Tracy will be thinking of sex without realizing the cause of her arousal.

This occurs on a daily basis during male-female interactions: 1 party gets the other turned on w
thout even knowing it. Both parties are oblivious to the fact that their choice of words is caus
ng sexual arousal within the other.

How effectively this works [using the 5 magical words] will depend on how skillful you can be an
 how fast you can think on your feet to construct some phrases which will turn her on.

Templated Examples Of Sexually Loaded Statements You Can Use To Turn Women On Instantly [the mag
cal words are in red]:

"I got totally wett up  in the rain yesterday"!

"I had a LONG fucking day"!

"My tongue hurts"!

"I'm tryna penetrate this game on my iPhone but..."

"Babes, I wanna come with you to the gym tomorrow".



"Come inside and talk to me about your deep problems".

"Keshia, you came last night to the party? I didn't see you".

You get the picture guys!?

Get creative with using sex-insinuating words within your everyday conversations with women.

You'll become a walking-sex machine turning chicks on- just from everyday normal conversation.

Other Such Words And Phrases You Can Use In Order To Turn Women On:

Long

Hard

Fat

Tongue

Mouth

Wett

Slide

Deep

In (or Inside)

Push

Doggie

From the back

Penetrate

Hot


